
How to Organize

Against Your Local

Crisis Pregnancy

Center



Crisis pregnancy centers (also called

fake clinics) pose as

women’s health centers with the intent

of dissuading people from getting

abortion care.

 There is a national call to call these

centers fake health clinics.



Do your research. Where are the CPCs

in your area? Where are the authentic

abortion clinics or family planning

clinics? Are there any groups working

against CPCs you can support?



Plan the safest, most effective

way to take action. Depending on

the location of the CPC and

resources available, there is not one

way to organize and take action. You

can support existing efforts and/or

start another action in your area.



Remove all advertising in public

spaces when possible. It is important

to take down fliers of CPCs since they

spread false information about

abortion, contraception, and pregnancy.

(Note: You can not remove fliers from all

public spaces. You can only remove

fliers from public spaces where consent  

is not required of any poster.) 



Start a campaign on your college

campus. Here are some ways to do

this. You can write and circulate a

petition, have an email or social media

campaign to spread awareness, and/or

start a coalition of pro-choice clubs at

your university. Ensure your campus

health center does not have any CPC on

its list of referrals.



Break down the messaging. You can

also talk about it with your friends,

your families, your colleagues. Spread

information and break down why

CPCs are a public health problem.



Take inventory. If it is safe for you,

you can work to collect stories from

people about their experiences inside

CPCs to inform your local community. 



Make and share accessible

resources about the effects of

CPCs to your local communities.

Graphics, fact sheets, translating

existing resources to different

languages, and posting on social

media are some ways to do this.



Support existing efforts from

reproductive justice organizations

in your area. Many reproductive

justice organizations either are

organizing against CPCs or would

love support in fighting against CPCs.

Consider donating money, time, and

supporting these efforts in your area.



Support your local abortion clinic.

Reach out to your local abortion clinic

for volunteer opportunities, like being

a clinic escort.



This is not a comprehensive list.

There are so many ways to organize

against your local CPCs. CPCs are a

huge public health threat and

dangerous and it is important we

raise awareness about them.


